Velocity Tentative PSO: An Optimal Velocity Implementation based Particle Swarm Optimization to Solve Traveling Salesman Problem
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Abstract—This paper introduces an effective Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based algorithm for solving Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). Among prominent PSO based methods, the proposed Velocity Tentative PSO (VTPSO) considers Swap Sequence (SS) for velocity operation of the particles. A velocity SS is a collection of several Swap Operators (SOs) where each one indicates two positions in a tour that might be swapped. The existing methods apply all the SOs of the calculated SS on a solution to get a new solution. Conversely, the proposed VTPSO considers the calculated SS as the tentative velocity and checks the tentative solutions when applies the SOs one after another sequentially. The best tentative tour with a portion of SS is considered as the next solution point of a particle in VTPSO. Such intermediate tentative tour evaluation not only helps to get better solution but also reduces overall computational time. The experimental results on a large number of benchmark TSPs reveal that the proposed VTPSO is able to produce better tour compared to other prominent existing methods.

Index Terms—Swap Sequence, Partial Search, Particle Swarm Optimization, Traveling Salesman Problem.

I. INTRODUCTION

Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a popular optimization method on metaphor of social behavior of flocks of birds or schools of fishes [1-3]. PSO is a simple model of social learning whose emergent behavior has been found popularity in solving difficult optimization problems. In PSO, each particle represents a potential solution and moves to a new position (i.e., search a new point) at every iteration based on the calculated velocity. The processes of iteration continue until the stopping criterion is reached.

PSO has been investigated on various continuous [2-6] and combinatorial optimization tasks [7-18]. PSO was proposed for continuous problems (e.g., function optimization) and has been proven to solve such problems effectively [2-3]. In function optimization domain, a particle represents a position in the multidimensional search space. At every step, each particle changes position based on its velocity depending on its previous best position and the best position particles ever visited.

PSO has also been found as an efficient method to solve combinatorial problems such as Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [7-16]. TSP is a well-studied combinatorial optimization problem in which a salesman is required to complete a tour with the minimum distance visiting all the assigned cities exactly once. To solve TSP with PSO, each particle represents a complete tour as a feasible solution and velocity is a measure to update the tour for better solution. Many prominent PSO based methods use Swap Sequence (SS) for velocity operation [10-11]. A SS is a collection of several Swap Operators (SOs) and each one indicates two positions in a tour that might be swapped. All SOs of a SS are applied on a particle’s tour maintaining order and hence implication of the SS transforms the TSP tour into a new one.

Basic SS based PSO (SSPSO) [10], the pioneer PSO based method for TSP, transformed PSO operations (i.e., velocity calculation and position update) of continuous domain to handle TSP, the combinatorial problem. SSPSO calculates the velocity SS for each particle considering its present tour, previous best tour and the global best tour. Conceiving the idea of SSPSO, other algorithms to solve TSP are Self-Tentative PSO (STPSO) and Enhanced Self-Tentative PSO (ESTPSO) [11-12]. STPSO considers tentative behavior that tries to improve each particle placing a node in a different position. ESTPSO also tries to improve each particle with block of nodes adjustment in addition to the single node adjustment of STPSO [11].

In this study, a new PSO based algorithm has been proposed and investigated for solving TSP. The proposed Velocity Tentative PSO (VTPSO) calculates velocity SS similar to existing methods but apply the SS in a different and optimal way. In the existing PSO based algorithms, the new tour of TSP is considered after applying all the SOs of a SS and no intermediate measure is considered. On the other hand, VTPSO considers the calculated velocity SS as tentative velocity, measures tours with portions of it and conceive comparatively better new tour with a portion or full tentative SS. The proposed method is shown to perform well when tested on a suite of benchmark TSPs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes some related PSO based methods those solve TSP. Section III explains the proposed VTPSO in detail. Section IV presents proficiency of the proposed method comparing with three prominent methods in solving benchmark TSPs. Finally, Section V concludes this paper with some remarks and outlines several future research directions opened by this study.
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II. EXISTING PSO BASED METHODS TO SOLVE TSP

The TSP requires to find the shortest circular tour visiting every city exactly once from a set of given cities [8]. TSP is the most popular combinatorial problem because it has many real-world applications such as drilling a printed circuit board, computer wiring, order picking problem in warehouses, vehicle routing, X-Ray crystallography [19]. Almost every new approach for solving engineering and optimization problems has been tested on the TSP as a general test bench; and interest grows in the recent years to solve it new ways. Recently, a number of PSO based methods have been investigated for solving TSP [9-15]. Each particle holds a feasible tour as a solution point and its velocity conceives a measure to change the tour towards a new tour. The existing methods use different techniques and parameters for calculating the velocity and then find new tours for particles. A number of prominent PSO based methods use operators Swap Operator and Swap Sequence for velocity operation [10-12]. Following subsections explain the operators in detail and then present the prominent methods to make the paper self-contained.

A. Swap Operator (SO) and Swap Sequence (SS)

A SO [10-12] contains a pair of indexes that indicate two cities those might be swapped in a tour. Suppose, a TSP has five cities and a solution is $S = (1 - 3 - 5 - 2 - 4)$. Let a SO is $SO(2,4)$, then new solution ($S'$) with it like below

$$S' = S + SO(2,4) = (1 - 3 - 5 - 2 - 4) + SO(2,4) = (1 - 2 - 5 - 3 - 4),$$

where ‘+’ means to apply SO on the solution $S$.

A SS [10-12] is a collection of one or more SOs that might be applied on a solution one after another sequentially. To solve TSP, the velocity of PSO is represented as SS and a velocity SS can be defined as:

$$VSS = (SO_1,SO_2,SO_3,...SO_n),$$

where $SO_1,SO_2,SO_3,...SO_n$ are SOs. A SS acts on a solution applying all its SOs maintaining its sequence and then finally produces a new tour. This can be described by the following formula:

$$SS_2 = SS_1 + VSS = SS_1 + (SO_1,SO_2,SO_3,...SO_n)$$

(2)

The order of SOs in the SS is important because implementation of some SOs in different order may give different solutions from the original solution. The VSS may also get from solutions $S_1$ and $S_2$ in the following equation.

$$VSS = S_2 - S_1 = (SO_1,SO_2,SO_3,...SO_n),$$

(3)

where ‘-’ means need to apply SOs of VSS on solution $S_1$ to get $S_2$. As an example, if $S_1 = (1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5)$ and $S_2 = (2 - 3 - 1 - 5 - 4)$ then $VSS = SO(1,2),SO(2,3),SO(4,5)$. Moreover, several SSs can be merged into a new SS; the operator $\oplus$ defines the merging operation. If $SS_1 = SO(1,2),SO(5,2)$ and $SS_2 = SO(5,3),SO(4,1)$ then new Swap Sequence $SS(new)$ merging $SS_1$ and $SS_2$ is:

$$SS(new) = SS_1 \oplus SS_2 = (SO(1,2),SO(5,2))\oplus (SO(5,3),SO(4,1)) = SO(1,2),SO(5,2),SO(5,3),SO(4,1)$$

(4)

It is noted that the different SSs acting on the same solution may produce the same new solution. All these SSs are named the equivalent set of SSs. In the equivalent set, the sequence which has the least SOs is called Basic Swap Sequence (BSS). As an example, both velocity swap sequences $SS_1 = SO(1,2),SO(2,3),SO(4,5)$ and $SS_2 = SO(1,2),SO(3,4),SO(3,5),SO(2,3),SO(2,4)$ give same new solution $S_2 = (2 - 3 - 1 - 5 - 4)$ if applied on $S_1 = (1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5)$ individually. Therefore $SS_1$ is the BSS. It also find using Eq. (3) i.e., $S_2 = S_1$.

B. Swap Sequence based PSO (SSPSO)

SSPSO [7] is the pioneer method to solve TSP that considers each particle as a complete tour and uses SS as velocity to get a new tour applying all its SOs on a tour. The SOs of the velocity SS of a particle is measured considering its previous best tour ($P_i$) and the best tour particles ever encountered ($G$). SSPSO follows Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) for velocity calculation and position update, respectively.

$$V_i(t) = V_i(t-1) \oplus a \left( P_i - X_i(t-1) \right) \oplus \beta \left( G - X_i(t-1) \right) \alpha, \beta \epsilon [0,1]$$

(5)

$$X_i(t) = X_i(t-1) + V_i(t)$$

(6)

In Eq. (5), $\alpha, \beta$ are random numbers, $a \left( P_i - X_i(t-1) \right)$ means all SOs in BSS for $P_i - X_i(t-1)$ should be maintained with the probability of $\alpha$, which is the same for $\beta \left( G - X_i(t-1) \right)$. The bigger the value of $\alpha$ (and $\beta$) the greater the influence of $P_i$ and $G$ will be maintained on present velocity calculation selecting more SOs from the portion. After velocity SS calculation using Eq. (5), each particle moves to a new tour solution ($X_i(t-1)$ applying whole SS on its previous solution ($X_i(t-1)$) using Eq. (6).

C. Self-Tentative and Enhanced Self-Tentative PSO

Self-Tentative PSO (STPSO) [11] applies a tentative behavior based operation after PSO operations to improve each particle in each iteration. For PSO operations, STPSO calculates velocity for each particle according to Eq. (7) and updates position like SSPSO using Eq. (6).

$$V_i(t) = \omega V_i(t-1) \oplus c_1 \left( P_i - X_i(t-1) \right) \oplus c_2 \left( G - X_i(t-1) \right)$$

(7)

In Eq. (7), $c_1$ and $c_2$ are learning factors, and $r_1$ and $r_2$ are random values between 0 and 1. The Eq. (7) is more closer to original PSO equation of function optimization considering a portion of previous velocity in present velocity based on the value of the scaling factor $\omega$.

Tentative operation of STPSO tries to improve each particle placing a node of it in a different position in each iteration after PSO operations. For each particle, from the second node to the end the following actions are done: delete the node from the original position; measure fitness values with different positions and place it for which it gives the best fitness [11]. After this self-tentative operation, each particle would get a better position if any single node position changes can improve its fitness. This tentative behavior is important when random adjustment operators are hard to improve the solutions. But the single node adjustment is not sufficient to get optimal result in some cases [12]. To get better result, Enhanced Self-Tentative PSO (ESTPSO) considers block node adjustment in STPSO [11, 12].

ESTPSO tries to improve each particle placing a block of nodes in a different position after the single node adjustment of each particle. It may overcome limitation of single node adjustment but block length selection is difficult to determine. If block length is set from 2 to N-2 for a TSP having N cities, it is hard to end in the limited time. If the length is set to a
fixed value, the adjustment process becomes stable and hard to find the better solution. Therefore, ESTPSO adopted a dynamic strategy based on iteration. The block size \( k \) is determined as a random number between 2 and \( K_{\text{max}} \). And \( K_{\text{max}} \) changes according to the iteration \( t \) and its calculation method is shown below.

\[
\text{IF } (N > 50 \text{ and } t < 30\% \text{ of } t_{\text{max}}) \text{ THEN } K_{\text{max}} = \left \lfloor \frac{1}{10} N \right \rfloor \\
\text{ELSE IF } (t > 65\% \text{ of } t_{\text{max}}) \text{ THEN } K_{\text{max}} = \left \lfloor \frac{1}{3} N \right \rfloor \\
\text{ELSE } K_{\text{max}} = \left \lfloor \frac{1}{5} N \right \rfloor
\]

As of Eq. (8), the subsequence max length \( K_{\text{max}} \) becomes longer with \( t \) becomes bigger. ESTPSO then tries to improve each particle reallocating every subsequence block from the second node to \( N - k + 1 \) as like the single node adjustment. Detailed description regarding block node adjustment is available in the existing studies \([11, 12]\). ESTPSO is the best performed PSO based method so far for TSP.

Algorithm 1 shows steps of ESTPSO to solve TSP. In initialization (Step 1), it defines the number of particles and assigns a random TSP tour as well as a random velocity SS to each of the particle. At this initial stage, previous best solution of each particle \((P_i)\) is considered as the current random tour of it and global best solution \((G)\) is the best tour among them. ESTPSO checks termination criterion at the end of each iteration (in Step 4); usually a sufficiently good fitness of \( G \) or a maximum number of iterations is considered as the termination criteria. If a termination criterion does not meet, it continues updating positions of the particles again as indicates the loop to Step 2 from Step 4.

In ESTPSO, the block node adjustment (Step 3.b) after single node adjustment (Step 3.a) is only the addition to STPSO. On the other hand, employment of tentative operation (Step 3) in ESTPSO is the major addition to SSSPSO. Moreover, ESTPSO uses Eq. (7) for velocity calculation, whereas SSSPSO uses Eq. (5). A modification on ESTPSO is also available that also checks reverse placement of a block \([12]\).

### III. PROPOSED VELOCITY TENTATIVE PSO (VTPSO)

This section explains proposed VTPSO to solve TSP. Similar to prominent PSO based methods as explained in the previous section, VTPSO considers SS for velocity operation of particles. In the existing methods, the new tour is considered after applying all the SOs of a SS and no intermediate measure is considered. It is notable that every SO implementation gives a new tour, and therefore, there is a chance to get a better tour with some of SOs instead of all the SOs. The main objective of VTPSO is to achieve better result considering such intermediate tours.

Proposed VTPSO calculates velocity SS as like as the conventional methods that described already. But it conceives a measure called partial search (PS) to apply calculated SS to update particle’s position (i.e., TSP tour). It measures performance of tours applying SOs of the calculated SS one after another, and the final velocity is considered for which it gives better tour. Therefore, the final velocity may be a portion (from the beginning) of calculated velocity SS. Moreover, VTPSO conceives a moderate self-tentative technique to improve its performance.

Algorithm 2 shows the steps of the proposed VTPSO to solve TSP considering the PS technique. Like other population based algorithm, VTPSO initializes the population with random solutions and tries to improve them at every iteration step. In initialization (Step 1), VTPSO defines the number of particles, assigns a random TSP tour and a random velocity SS to each of the particle. At this initial stage, previous best solution of each particle \((P_i)\) is considered as the current random tour of it and global best solution \((G)\) is the best tour among them.

At each iteration step, VTPSO calculates velocity SS (Step 2.a) using Eq. (9) that is similar to traditional methods (e.g., ESTPSO), and considers (i) last applied velocity \((v^{(t-1)})\), (ii) previous best solution of the particle \((P_i)\) and (iii) global best solution of the swarm \((G)\). However, Eq. (9) of VTPSO for velocity SS calculation is simpler than Eq. (7) of ESTPSO. The Eq. (7) of ESTPSO requires values of three user defined parameters \(\omega, c_1\) and \(c_2\); but VTPSO does not have any parameter to set and \(\alpha, \beta\) in Eq. (9) are random numbers between 0 and 1.

\[
v_i^{(t)} = v_i^{(t-1)} + \alpha (P_i - X_i^{(t-1)}) + \beta (G - X_i^{(t-1)})
\]

VTPSO does not apply calculated velocity SS on a particle to get its new position like a traditional method. But it considers the calculated velocity as tentative velocity as its name regards. A number of tentative tours is evaluated with the tentative velocity SS and the particle moves to the best one among those tentative tours. A portion or complete velocity SS that gave the best tour considers previous velocity \((v_i^{(t-1)})\) of the next iteration of Eq. (9). The best tour finding from several tentative tours is considered as the PS and is the

---

**Algorithm 1**: Enhanced Self-Tentative PSO (ESTPSO)

**Step 1**: Initialization

**Step 2**: For each particle \(X_i\) in the swarm
  a. Calculate velocity \(v_i^{(t)}\) according to Eq. (7)
  b. Update solution using Eq. (6)
  c. Update \(P_i\) if the new solution \(X_i^{(t)}\) is superior to \(P_i\)
  d. Update \(G\) if the new solution \(X_i^{(t)}\) is superior to \(G\)

**Step 3**: Tentative Operation on Each Particle \(X_i\)
  a. Single Node Adjustment
  b. Block Node Adjustment
  c. Update \(P_i\) if the new solution \(X_i^{(t)}\) is superior to \(P_i\)
  d. Update \(G\) if the new solution \(X_i^{(t)}\) is superior to \(G\)

**Step 4**: Loop to Step 2 until a termination criterion is met

**Step 5**: Take the global best solution \(G\) as an outcome

---

**Algorithm 2**: Velocity Tentative PSO (VTPSO)

**Step 1**: Initialization

**Step 2**: For each particle \(X_i\) in the swarm
  a. Calculate velocity \(v_i^{(t)}\) using Eq. (9)
  b. Update \(X_i^{(t)}\) through Partial Search manner
  c. Apply Tentative Operation on \(X_i^{(t)}\) if is Superior to \(P_i\)
  d. Update \(P_i\) if the new solution \(X_i^{(t)}\) is superior to \(P_i\)
  e. Update \(G\) if the new solution \(X_i^{(t)}\) is superior to \(G\)

**Step 3**: Loop to Step 2 until a termination criterion is met

**Step 4**: Take the global best solution \(G\) as an outcome

---
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main attraction of VTPSO; therefore, Step 2.b in Fig. 2 for such operation is marked in bold-faced.

PS seeks better result with a portion of calculated tentative velocity SS. It is already mentioned that a traditional method applies all the SOs of a velocity SS on a tour and generates a new tour with the whole SS although implementation of every successive SO transforms a tour into a new tour. While a traditional method ignores the intermediate tours, the PS technique explores the option of getting better tour considering the intermediate tours with a SS applying its SOs one by one.

Suppose \( V_i^{(t)} = SO_1, SO_2, SO_3, \ldots, SO_n \) then in PS

\[
X_i^{(t)} = X_i^{(t-1)} + SO_1
\]

\[
X_i^{(t)} = X_i^{(t-1)} + SO_2 = X_i^{(t-1)} + SO_1 + SO_2
\]

\[
X_i^{(t-1)} = X_i^{(t-1)} + SO_n
\]

In the above cases \( X_i^{(t)}, X_i^{(2t)}, \ldots, X_i^{(nt)} \) are the tentative intermediate tours; and the final tour \( X_i^{(t)} \) in PS is the tentative tour having the minimum tour cost.

\[
X_i^{(t)} = X_i^{(t)}, \quad (10)
\]

where \( X_i^{(t)} \) provides the minimum tour cost among \( X_i^{(t)}, X_i^{(2t)}, \ldots, X_i^{(nt)} \). Finally, the velocity considered as \( V_i^{(t)} = SO_1, SO_2, SO_3, \ldots, SO_j \), \( 1 < j \leq n \).

The final velocity may also get from new and previous positions of the particle using the equation

\[
V_i^{(t)} = X_i^{(t)} - X_i^{(t-1)}. \quad (11)
\]

The above scenario can be described clearly with specific tour example. Consider a tour \( X_i^{(t)} \) of 10 cities where city position is the number of the city.

\[
X_i^{(t)} = 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 10
\]

If velocity SS is \( VSS = SO(1,4), SO(2,5), SO(2,4) \) the implementation of the SOs gives two intermediate tours (i.e., \( X_i^{(2t)} \) and \( X_i^{(t)} \)) and finally reaches at \( X_i^{(3t)} \).

\[
X_i^{(2t)} = X_i^{(t)} + SO(1,4) = 4 - 2 - 3 - 1 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 10
\]

\[
X_i^{(t)} = X_i^{(t)} + SO(2,5) = 4 - 5 - 3 - 1 - 2 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 10
\]

\[
X_i^{(3t)} = X_i^{(2t)} + SO(2,4) = 4 - 1 - 3 - 5 - 2 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 10
\]

A traditional method only considers the last one to update a tour (i.e., \( X_i^{(t)} \)). On the other hand, PS evaluates all the solutions since all are the complete tours and an intermediate one (here \( X_i^{(2t)} \) or \( X_i^{(t)} \)) might be better than the last one (i.e., \( X_i^{(3t)} \)). In PS technique all three tours (i.e., \( X_i^{(t)}, X_i^{(2t)} \) and \( X_i^{(3t)} \)) are considered as tentative tours. The final tour in PS technique is the best one among the three. If tour \( X_i^{(2t)} \) is found better than \( X_i^{(t)} \) and \( X_i^{(3t)} \) then \( X_i^{(2t)} \) is considered as the next solution point (i.e., \( X_i^{(t)} = X_i^{(2t)} \)).

Applied velocity in this case contains first two SOs of the calculated velocity SS, i.e., \( V_i^{(t)} = SO(1,4), SO(2,5) \).

VTPSO calculates fitness of every new position (\( X_i \)) of a particle and compares to its previous best \( P_i \). If \( X_i \) is found better than \( P_i \) then VTPSO applies Self-Tentative (ST) operation on \( X_i \) owing to improve it furthermore. Such selective ST operation might be helpful to improve overall performance of VTPSO with a minimal time complexity. The ST operation of VTPSO (Step 2.c) consists of the Single Node Adjustment of STPSO/ESTPSO and a simplified version of ESTPSO Block Node Adjustment. The block size \( k \) is considered as a random number between 2 and \( K_{max} \); and the value of \( K_{max} \) is defined as \( N/2 \), i.e., half of total cities of the given problem. After ST operation, \( P_i \) is updated (Step 2.d) if new solution \( X_i \) is found better than \( P_i \). The method also compares \( X_i \) with \( G \) and updates \( G \) accordingly if it is found inferior to \( X_i \) (Step 2.c).

VTPSO checks termination criterion at the end of each iteration (in Step 3); a sufficiently good fitness of \( G \) or a maximum number of iterations is considered as the termination criteria similar to other methods. If a termination criterion does not meet, it continues updating positions of the particles again as indicates the loop to Step 2 from Step 3.

A. Effect of Partial Search (PS) in Tour Cost Calculation

PS technique might not increase computational cost although it evaluates intermediate tours. The technique of tour cost calculation is an element of effectiveness of PS. In general, cost of a tour is calculated accumulating all individual links’ costs. If all the links’ cost are accumulated for every SO implementation PS will incur much time than a traditional method, normally \((n-1)\) times for a velocity SS having \( n \) SOs. But it does not require to consider all the links to get cost of a new tour implementing SO(s) on a tour which cost is known. Since a SO indexes two cities in a tour to interchange their positions, implementation of a SO requires to discard costs of four links and add costs of four new links that associate with the indexed cities. Suppose a swap operator \( SO(1,4) \) on \( X_i^{(t-1)} = 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10 \) gives \( X_i^{(t)} = X_i^{(t-1)} + SO(1,4) = 4-2-3-1-5-6-7-8-9-10 \). For the tour cost of \( X_i^{(t)} \), link costs of 1-2, 10-1, 3-4 and 4-5 were discarded as well as link costs of 4-2, 10-4, 3-1 and 1-5 were added with the tour cost of \( X_i^{(t-1)} \).

An analytical comparison can be outlined between two different tour cost calculation methods: (1) updating cost of the previous tour (that follows VTPSO) modifying only for the cities that a SO indicates to interchange; and (2) accumulating all the links’ cost that uses a traditional method. Suppose, \( t \) is the required time to read a link cost and \( n \) is the number SOs in the velocity SS. In VTPSO, the time to get a tentative tour updating 8 links’ cost for a SO is

\[
T_{SO} = 8t. \quad (12)
\]

Thus, total time requires in VTPSO to update a tour for a velocity SS having \( n \) SOs is

\[
T_{VTPSO} = nT_{SO} = 8nt. \quad (13)
\]

On the other hand, a traditional method calculates tour cost for a velocity SS accumulating all the links’ costs of the tour. And for problem having \( N \) cities the time a method requires is

\[
T = tN. \quad (14)
\]

It is notable that tour cost calculation of VTPSO depends on the number of SOs, regardless of the number of cities in the problem. On the other hand, tour cost calculation of a traditional method depends on the number of cities in the problem. It is remarkable from Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) that a traditional method might be faster than VTPSO for problems.
having few cities and VTPSO might compete for large sized problems. Moreover, VTPSO might be time efficient for small sized SS, i.e., a SS consists of less number of SOs. Finally, PS technique may explore better result evaluating intermediate tentative tours without increasing the computational time.

B. Comparison and Contrast with the Traditional Methods

Proposed VTPSO introduces different way of getting new tour with calculated velocity SS. It calculates velocity SS similar to conventional SS based methods (e.g., SSPSO, STPSO, ESTPSO), but in case of velocity implementation on a particle (i.e., current tour) it follows a different way. A conventional method gets new tour applying all the SOs in the calculated velocity SS. On the other hand, VTPSO considers the calculated velocity as tentative velocity and evaluates a number of tentative tours applying SOs of the SS one after another sequentially. The next solution point (i.e., tour) is considered as the best tentative tour and applied velocity is a portion of SS from the beginning that gave the best tour. Although VTPSO evaluates a number of intermediate tours it might not increase computational cost as explained in the previous section. On the other hand, VTPSO might converge faster than a conventional method because it may conceive a better tour with a portion of SS than with the whole SS.

VTPSO conceives ST behavior owing to achieve better outcome like ESTPSO, but in a different manner. ESTPSO applies ST operation (i.e., single node adjustment and block node adjustment) on each and every individual particle after PSO operations (Step 3 of Fig. 1). Thus, ESTPSO obviously induces a huge computational cost with PSO operations. On the other hand, VTPSO applies ST operation on selected particles that might not increase computational cost much but might enhance the performance of VTPSO. Finally, VTPSO seems to be a cost effective method for better TSP solution.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

This section experimentally investigates the proficiency of the proposed VTPSO algorithm to solve benchmark TSPs. The performance of VTPSO compared to ESTPSO [9] (the prominent SS based PSO method) and other two prominent methods for TSP. The experimental methodology were chosen carefully for fair comparison. Finally, experimental analyses have also been given for better understanding of the way of performance improvement in the proposed method while solving TSP.

A. Bench Mark Data and Experimental Methodology

In this study, a suite of benchmark problems are considered from TSPLIB [20] where number of cities varied from 14 to 318 and give a diverse test bed. A numeric value in the problem name presents the number of cities in that tour. For example, burma14 and rat195 have 14 and 195 cities, respectively. A city is represented as a coordinate in a problem and therefore tour cost matrix is prepared after calculating distances using the coordinates.

For ESTPSO, the value of scaling factor $\omega$ of Eq. (7) is calculated using Eq. (15) that is identified to give better result according to the previous study [9].

$$\omega = 0.1 - (1 - \sqrt{1 - 2 \cdot t/T}) \cdot 0.05,$$

where $t$ and $T$ are current iteration and total iteration, respectively. On the other hand, VTPSO does not require any parameter to set for velocity SS calculation as it uses Eq. (9) that is simpler than Eq. (7) of ESTPSO.

The algorithms were implemented on Visual C++ of Visual Studio 2010. For proper understanding, experiments have been conducted on a single machine (HP Pro, Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-3470 CPU 3.20 GHz, 4 GB RAM) with Windows 7 Professional OS.

B. Experimental Results Comparing with ESTPSO

This section presents experimental results of the proposed VTPSO and compares with the results of ESTPSO on a suite of 45 benchmark TSPs. For the fair comparison, the population size was 100; the number of iteration was set at 500 as the termination criteria for both VTPSO and ESTPSO. For each problem, outcomes of 20 individual runs by a method are summarized and considered in performance comparison. Since experiments were conducted in a single machine with same experimental settings for both the methods, comparison between the methods on the basis of required time to solve a problem is considered as a good choice to identify the proficiency of a method.

Table I compares problem wise achieved tour cost (average and best) and average required time between ESTPSO and VTPSO from 20 individual runs. Pair two tailed $t$-test was conducted to determine the significance in the variation of results. If tour cost of VTPSO was found significantly better than ESTPSO by $t$-test for a particular problem, it is marked with a plus (+) sign in the column of $t$-test evaluation. On the other hand, a minus (−) sign indicates VTPSO was significantly worse than ESTPSO for a particular problem. A single plus/minus means the tour cost difference between ESTPSO and VTPSO was statistically significant with 95% confidence interval and a double plus/minus is for 99% confidence interval. The bottom of the table shows the average outcome over all 45 problems.

The results presented in the Table I clearly indicate the effectiveness of the proposed VTPSO to solve benchmark TSPs. The proposed method is shown better than ESTPSO on the basis of average tour cost of 45 problems. The average tour cost achieved by VTPSO was 23241.30; on the other hand ESTPSO achieved average tour cost of 23969.16. VTPSO is found better than ESTPSO for 34 cases and the $t$-test shows that the performance of VTPSO is significantly better than ESTPSO on 33 problems. ESTPSO, however, significantly outperformed VTPSO on only two problems (i.e., fri26 and hk48). In general, ESTPSO was competitive to VTPSO for only small sized problems (e.g., burma14, ulysses16); otherwise VTPSO outperformed ESTPSO.

The interesting observation from results of Table I is that VTPSO is much more time efficient than ESTPSO but provides suitable solution with minimal tour costs. Since the algorithms were tested on same machine with defined fair setting (unbiased to any one of those), the time requirement differs due to algorithmic matter. Moreover, finding better result with lesser time is more interesting that is provided by VTPSO. PS in VTPSO encourages to find better solution setting (unbiased to any one of those), the time requirement differs due to algorithmic matter. Moreover, finding better result with lesser time is more interesting.
It is also observable from Table I that VTPSO outperforms ESTPSO on the basis of best outcome (i.e., minimum tour cost) from among 20 independent runs. For few small sized problems (e.g., burma14, gr24, both ESTPSO and VTPSO achieved same tour cost in all 20 independent runs. On the other hand, most of the cases, especially for large sized problems, VTPSO achieved better (i.e., lower) minimum tour costs than ESTPSO. Out of 45 cases, VTPSO outperformed ESTPSO for 32 cases; ESTPSO was better than VTPSO for only four cases; and both the methods showed same minimum tour cost for rest nine cases. Among the existing methods, ESTPSO is the best performed PSO based method so far; therefore outperformance of VTPSO over ESTPSO indicates the essence of PS based PSO operation to solve TSPs.
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C. Experimental Analyses Comparing with ESTPSO

This section first investigates why VTPSO requires less time than ESTPSO to get the solution on the basis of SS size over iteration. It then investigates the effect of population size (i.e., number particles) and the number of iteration on the performance of ESTPSO and VTPSO. Three problems with different sizes were selected for the analyses and those are eil51, gr99 and eil101.

1) Velocity Swap Sequence and Time over Iteration

Figure 1 presents velocity SS size, global best (i.e., $G$) solution tour cost and time (in seconds) elapsed from the beginning over iteration for three sample cases of the selected problems. A SS holds several SOs and therefore its size at a particular iteration point is the average number of SOs for all the particles’ SS. Since operation of a velocity SS is the collective operations of its individual SOs, a large SS (having many SOs) requires more time than a small one to calculate as well as implement for getting a new tour. It is notable that a particle’s solution or tour ($X_i$) closer to its previous best (i.e., $P_i$) and/or $G$ generates smaller velocity SS.

ESTPSO applies ST operation out of PSO operations on each particle at each iteration owing to improve each one. Therefore, average velocity SS is maintained at a level throughout iteration in ESTPSO due to such self-improvement besides PSO operations. On the other hand, VTPSO applies ST operation on selected particle with PSO operations and considers PS. Simultaneous operations of both

Fig. 1. Velocity swap sequence size, global best ($G$) tour cost and require time (in seconds) elapsed over iteration.
the things might be the reason for velocity SS size reduction (Fig. 1(a)) and faster convergence (Fig. 1(b)) over iterations in VTPSO. At the beginning of iteration, VTPSO seems slower than ESTPSO since SS size of VTPSO is much larger than ESTPSO. But in general, VTPSO is much more time efficient than ESTPSO because of ST operation on selected particles and smaller SS at later iteration period. On the basis of achieved solution, both ESTPSO and VTPSO showed bad result at the beginning and improved over iteration. However, VTPSO outperformed ESTPSO showing better result (i.e., smaller tour cost of $G$) for all the three cases. Finally, partial search and selected ST operations make VTPSO efficient in terms of better TSP outcome as well as required time to give solution.

2) Effects of Population Size and Total Iteration

This section investigates the performance of ESTPSO and VTPSO varying population size (i.e., number of particles) and total number of iteration. The results presented in Table I are for the fixed number of population size (=100) and iteration (=500) for all the problems. It is interesting to observe how the algorithms perform on the variation of both the parameters.

Figure 2 shows the achieved tour cost and required time (in seconds) for different population sizes varied from 5 to 500 while total iteration was fixed at 500. The presented results are the average for 10 independent runs. In Fig. 2(a), Standard Deviation (SD) values for 10 runs are placed as vertical bars on the average tour cost. It is seen from the figure that both the methods showed worst tour cost at very small population (e.g., 5) and improved with population size. As an example, for gr96 problem at population size 20, ESTPSO and VTPSO achieved tour costs of 568.04 and 552.18, respectively. For the same problem ESTPSO and VTPSO achieved tour costs of 540.87 and 533.38, respectively, at population size 400. It is common to get better result with larger population but computational time increases much when population size increases as seen in Fig. 2(b). To solve same gr96 problem, ESTPSO took 83.89 and 1665.04 seconds for population sizes 20 and 400, respectively. On the other hand, although VTPSO took more time for larger population but the time it took much less than ESTPSO and found more efficient for larger population. VTPSO took only 33.02 and 646.79 seconds for population sizes 20 and 400, respectively, to solve gr96. At a glance, VTPSO is better than ESTPSO taking less time regardless of population size.

Figure 3 shows the achieved tour cost and required time for different fixed number of iterations varied from 10 to 1000 while population size was fixed at 100. The presented results are the average for 10 independent runs. From Fig. 3(a) it is observed that both ESTPSO and VTPSO showed the worst tour costs at iteration 10 and improved rapidly up to a certain value (e.g., 200 for eil51) and after that improvement was not significant. As an example, for eil101 problem, ESTPSO and VTPSO achieved tour costs of 709.49 and 722.5, respectively, at iteration 20. For the same eil101 problem, ESTPSO and VTPSO achieved tour costs of 695.14 and 674.16, respectively, at iteration 400. It is notable from the Fig. 3(a) that VTPSO outperformed ESTPSO showing better tour cost but it took less time at any value of iteration as seen in Fig. 3(b). For the 400 iteration of eil101 problem, ESTPSO
took 372.78 seconds; but VTPSO took 158.57 seconds that is less than half of ESTPSO. Finally, the Figs. 2 and 3 clarified VTPSO as a good method to solve TSP.

D. Experimental Results Comparing with ACO and PSM

While VTPSO is shown to outperform the prominent PSO based method ESTPSO, this section compares performance of VTPSO with other prominent methods for TSP for better understanding. We have considered Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [22-23] and Producer-Scrounger Method (PSM) [24] to compare the outcome of proposed VTPSO with the methods. ACO is the pioneer as well as most popular swarm intelligence based method for TSP. On the other hand, PSM is the most recent method to solve TSP. ACO, PSM and VTPSO have been tested on a suite of 20 benchmark problems with fair settings. For the fair comparison, the number of iteration was set at 500 for the algorithms. The number of ants in ACO was equal to the number of cities as it desired. On the other hand, the population size was varied from 100 to 200 for PSM and VTPSO. In ACO, alpha and beta were set to 1 and 3, respectively. On the other hand, the RNC (rate of near cities consideration) for producer scanning in PSM was set to 0.1. The selected parameters were not optimal values, but considered for simplicity as well as for fairness in comparison. The experiments performed on the same computer described earlier.

Table II compares performance of ACO, PSM and VTPSO for solving the benchmark TSPs on the basis of 20 independent runs to solve a problem with a method. For a particular problem, the best tour cost (i.e., smallest value) among the three algorithms is shown in bold-face type and worst one (i.e., largest value) is shown in underlined face type. Bottom of the table shows the achieved average tour cost and best/worst summary (which indicates on how many problem instances a method gave best/worst result) for all 20 problems by the methods. A Win/Draw/Loss summary of the results is also presented for better understanding. Pair two tailed t-test was conducted to determine the significance in the variation of results of VTPSO with ACO and PSM. If tour cost of VTPSO was found significantly better than ACO/PSM by t-test for a particular problem, it is marked with a plus (+) sign in the column of t-test evaluation. On the other hand, a minus (−) sign indicates VTPSO was significantly worse than ACO/PSM for a particular problem. A single plus/minus means the tour cost difference was statistically significant with 95% confidence interval and a double plus/minus is for 99% confidence interval.

The average tour costs presented in the Table II indicate that VTSPSO is the best and PSM is the worst. The average tour cost over all 20 problems was 12745.46 for VTPSO, the value is the best among the three methods. The achieved average tour costs for ACO and PSM were 14026.29 and 15147.38, respectively. PSM is shown worst tour costs for 15 problems out of 20 cases showing best for none. In pair Win/Draw/Loss comparison, PSM is better than ACO for five cases only. ACO is found best for only one problem (i.e., gr17) and worst for six cases. On the other hand, proposed VTPSO is shown best for 19 cases but worst for none. In pair Win/Draw/Loss comparison, VTPSO is better than ACO and PSM for 19 and all 20 cases, respectively. Moreover, t-test
shows that the performance of VTPSO was significantly better than ACO and PSM on 19 and 18 problems, respectively.

On the basis of minimum tour costs presented in the Table II, VTPSO is the best and ACO is the worst. ACO is the prominent method for solving TSP and considers population size as the number cities of a given problem. ACO starts placing different ants in different cities and its initialization does not differ among individual runs [21-22]. Therefore, the tour costs achieved by ACO in different runs are found consistent showing lower SD values. For several problems, especially small sized ones (e.g., ulysses16, gr17, gr21), ACO was shown same tour cost in all 20 individual runs and therefore SD of average tour cost is shown as zero for the problems in the table. For any problem, PSM gave most variant outcomes among different runs showing largest SD value. Consequently, PSM was shown to outperform VTPSO on the basis of minimum tour cost from 20 runs. PSM achieved minimum tour cost better than ACO in 13 cases, in which six cases PSM was the best along with proposed VTPSO. However, PSM was shown worst for seven cases on the basis minimum tour cost. On the other hand, VTPSO was shown to achieve best minimum tour cost for all the cases except gr17; gr17 is a small sized problem and all three methods achieved equal minimum tour cost of 2332.58 for it. Moreover, according to Win/Draw/Loss summary, VTPSO is better than ACO and PSM for 19 and 13 cases, respectively; rest of the cases VTPSO is shown same tour cost of ACO and PSM, i.e., one and seven cases, respectively. Finally, proposed VTPSO seems significantly better than ACO and PSM to solve TSP.

E. Effects of Population Size and Iteration Comparing with ACO and PSM

This section investigates the performance of ACO, PSM and VTPSO varying population size (i.e., number of individuals) and number of iteration. The experiments performed on the same machine explained before. Three problems with different sizes (i.e., eil51, gr96 and eil101) were selected for the analyses.

Figure 4 shows the achieved tour cost for different population sizes varied from 5 to 500 for PSM and VTPSO. Number of ants in ACO was equal to the number of cities of a particular problem as it desired. The presented results are the average for 10 independent runs for fixed 500 iteration as termination criteria; SD values for the runs are placed as vertical bars on the average tour cost. Since population size was fixed in ACO for a particular problem it showed invariant performance in the figure. While ACO is unable to work with different population size, PSM and VTPSO may outperform ACO varying population size. For eil51 problem, ACO was shown tour cost of 504.03; but both PSM and VTPSO outperformed ACO at any population size. PSM and VTPSO shown tour cost of 504.03; but both PSM and VTPSO were shown tour costs of 479.37 and 442.35, respectively, at population size 100. However, PSM was also found less invariant with population size as seen in Fig. 4. Because PSM is producer (the single best solution) centric; and it is reported that PSM may works well and gives suitable result with relatively small population size [23]. On the other hand, VTPSO seems to perform well with population variation and may outperform ACO and PSM.
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for population sizes of 5 and 200, respectively. For the same problem, ACO achieved tour cost of 586.98 and the best tour cost of PSM was 603.32 at population size 450. At a glance, proposed VTPSO has shown the ability to achieve better result varying population size.

Figure 5 compares performance among ACO, PSM and VTPSO for iteration variation; iteration varied from 10 to 1000. In the experiments, population size was fixed at 100 for PSM and VTPSO; and the number ants in ACO was equal to the number of cities of a particular problem. The presented results in figures are the average for 10 independent runs; SD values are also placed as vertical bars on the average tour cost. According to the results presented for the problems in the figure, all the methods are shown to perform worse for small number of iteration. However, ACO is shown the most invariant and PSM is shown the most variant in performance for iteration variation. As an example, for eil101 problem at iteration 10, the achieved tour costs were 741.37, 2458.78 and 750.81 for ACO, PSM and VTPSO, respectively. For the same problem, the best tour costs were 733.15 for ACO (at 50 iteration) and 738.17 for PSM (at 1000 iteration). On the other hand, VTPSO was shown the best tour cost of 674.16 (at 400 iteration) and the achieved tour cost is much better (i.e., lower) than the achieved best values of ACO and PSM. With larger variation for iteration variation, PSM was inferior to ACO for small number iterations while it was outperformed ACO for larger iteration. As an example, for eil51 problem, ACO was better than PSM until iteration 100 but after that PSM outperformed ACO. However, proposed VTPSO always outperformed ACO and PSM for any value

Fig. 4. Variation effect of population size on tour costs of ACO, PSM and VTPSO.
Fig. 5. Variation effect of total number of iteration on tour costs of ACO, PSM and VTPSO.
of iteration for eil51. The similar performance of the proposed VTPSO for gr96 and eil101 problems reveals that VTPSO is an effective method for TSP.

V. CONCLUSIONS

TSP is a popular combinatorial optimization problem and interest grows in recent years to solve it new ways. This study investigated a new PSO based method, called Velocity Tentative PSO (VTPSO), to solve TSP. In VTPSO, each particle represents a complete tour and velocity is measured as a Swap Sequence (SS) consisting of several Swap Operators (SOs). In the conventional existing methods, a new tour is considered after applying a complete velocity SS with all its SOs. In contrast, proposed VTPSO considered calculated velocity SS as the tentative velocity; checked all the tentative solutions applying SOs of the SS one after another sequentially; and picked the best solution among the tentative solutions. VTPSO has been tested on a large number of benchmark TSPs and it outperformed ESTPSO, the prominent PSO based method. More interestingly, VTPSO took less than half time of ESTPSO to solve a benchmark TSP, in general. The reason behind the less time requirement by VTPSO has been revealed from the experimental analyses; VTPSO applied self-tentative operation on selected particles and its velocity SS size reduced over iteration. Moreover, VTPSO also compared with two other prominent methods (i.e., ACO and PSM) for TSP and outperformed both of the methods in solving benchmark TSPs.

A potential future direction is also opened from this study. This study considered partial search maintaining the sequence of SOs in the velocity SS and identified that a portion of SS may give better outcome than whole SS implementation. It is notable that SOs may be applied independently without sequence because velocity SS of a particle comes from three different sources: its previous velocity, difference with previous best solution and difference with global best solution. Algorithm development with such consideration may give better result and remain as future study.
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